
Dear friends, dance lovers and colleagues,

after the beginning of spring and after saying hello to the spring flowers and bunnies in

the roads and fields of Amsterdam, we, Maarten van der Glas and Anastasia Kostner, want

to send an update about all the exciting projects and works which lay behind and in front

of us.

One of the biggest news is that we have started a dance company called 'Animu' and that

we moved to a new studio in Amsterdam.
 

The past year:

2014 has been a very very exciting and meaningful year, both in our private growth as well
as in our professional endeavours.

Our stop-motion movie 'Icosahedronic' was
screened at the 'DanceCameraWest' festival
in Los Angeles.

Our short dance movie ‘Ravel in Merano’ was
shown during the ‘Royal Academy of
Music’ festival in London.

 
The biggest surprise was, that our first created performance ‘Into another body’ was
chosen to be part of the national platform ‘Anticorpi XL’, which allows young makers to
tour their work at contemporary dance festivals in Italy. We are very happy to have been
chosen for this platform during 2014 / 15. ‘Into another body’ was therefore shown in
Ravenna, in Trento, and will be shown on the 23rd of July 2015 at the ‘Bolzano
Danza’ festival. 
 

http://animu.co/
http://animu.co/
https://vimeo.com/41320468
https://vimeo.com/41320468
http://www.dancecamerawest.org/
https://vimeo.com/57225839
https://vimeo.com/57225839
http://intoanotherbody.com/
http://www.anticorpi.org/
http://www.bolzanodanza.it/


Our new studio

We moved to a new studio in the Acta Broedplaats, Louwesweg 1, which we are about to
finalise now and will invite you for our opening soon, planned on the 9th of June!
 
In Louwesweg 1 we will develop our dance pieces, offer own workshops, and will also be
ready to host green screen events, as well as dance sessions / residencies. 
 
The studio will be called ‘Animu’, the name of our company. 

2015 

This year started great, fed by multiple collaborations with the artists of Acta, the building
where our new studio lays in. We look forward to perform together with butoh dancer Risa
Takita on the ‘Young Blood Initiative’ event on the 25th of May, as well as to expand our
collaborations with various artistic minds.
 

  

http://www.actagebouw.nl/
http://www.youngbloodinitiative.com/


Another project which we are very excited about is ‘Re-imagining piano’, a collaboration
with the Italian pianist Eva Vintatzer. The performance is built around impressionistic piano
music and invites the audience to experience this music through sound, visuals and
kinestheatic impressions. The target group was classical music audience, which barely has
knowledge about contemporary dance and arts, as well as people who love all these
disciplines. Therefore we worked with the common and daily, which at some moments
wanders off into unusual moments of memory, contemplation, and expression. Some
video work we have developed earlier in collaboration with Belle Chen for her virtual
platform 'Visualise'. We just premiered on the 27th of February. 

Future projects:

Besides further developing our piece 'Into another body' including an installation and a
performance, we are busy developing new ideas. A new piece and exhibition will be
developed until October 2015 for the 'Alps Move' festival in Italy.

Upcoming:

 
‘Into another body’
installation
performance in collaboration with Risa Takita
at the Young Blood Initiative 
on 25th of May 2015, 8.30 pm
at Mixed Tree in OT 301, Amsterdam
 
‘Into another body’
installation & performance
at the Bolzano Danza Festival
in the frame of Anticorpi XL
installation present on 13. 16. 21. 23. of July
performance on the 23rd of July, 8.30 pm
at the Stadtheater Bozen, Italy

https://vimeo.com/124929289
https://vimeo.com/124929289
https://vimeo.com/124929289
https://vimeo.com/124929289
http://www.visualisemusic.com/
http://www.alpsmove.it/


 
‘Double bill’
an evening filling double bill: 
‘Esperënzes’ by Anastasia 
and the performance ‘Into another body’
on the 25th and 26th of July
at the AterTeater Festival in Val Badia, Italy
 
‘Moving Thought’ (working title)
new performance and video exhibition
work for the Alps Move festival (IT)
on the 11th of October in Raiffeisenhaus Lana
exhibition visible there between the 9th and the 11th of Ocotber,
on the 24th and 31st of October in the Circolo in Ortisei
exhibition open between the 24th and 31st of October
 
 
As well, you can always find information about us on our platform and webpage.
 
 

We hope you enjoyed hearing from us and hope this e-mail finds you well. If
you would like to send us some feedback or have any other enquiries, we are
happy to hear from you!
With all the best wishes for you and greetings,
 
Maarten and Anastasia
 



Some information about Animu:
 
We think about ‘Animu’ as a platform for

dance and technology, which seeks to

investigate movement in a

contemporary and interdisciplinary way.

With a humanistic point of view, we like

to produce dance films, installations,

performances and interactive works.

‘Animu’ also focuses on inviting the

audience to explore, to dare and to

experience around movement and visual

arts. If you want to have a look what we

have done so far or also have a quick

glimpse of what we are up to in the

close future, here is the new web-site:

http://animu.co
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